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Abstract

This study examines temporal organization for interaction in a specific

work setting: the airline cockpit. It is generally concerned with precise tim-

ing for turn taking as a feature of competent conduct in collaborative pro-

fessional work, and for creating an acceptable orderly flow of talk for tasks.

Specifically, it pursues an observation that moments of overlapping talk,

when two or more parties talk simultaneously, are rare in cockpit interac-

tion. Pilots are instructed in training not to speak simultaneously; however,

cockpit talk is highly conducive to overlap. Mostly pilots know who will say

what to whom, and when, because they are legally required to use scripted

procedural wordings. The trajectories of turns are predictable and project-

able, and therefore are vulnerable to terminal overlap, when a recipient

starts talking just as a current speaker is completing a turn. This does not

happen, because airline pilots precisely time next talk to start at the actual,

not projected, end of current talk. Pilots allow talk to emerge complete.

Pilots orient to the strictly sequential nature of their work to accomplish

conflicting setting-specific demands for talk, in situ and in real time. The

paper uses transcriptions from audio and video recordings of pilots on

actual passenger flights.

Keywords: aviation; conversation analysis; institutional talk; overlap;

temporal organization; turn taking.

1. Introduction

This study examines temporal order in interaction, how time impacts or
organizes discourse (Ochs and Jacoby 1997), in a specific collaborative

work setting: the airline cockpit.1 It pursues an observation from tran-

scriptions of naturally occurring interaction that moments of overlapping
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talk, when more than one party talks at the same time, are mostly absent

in cockpit interaction.2 I investigate something of a contradiction. A very

common occasion for moments of overlapping talk, in both ordinary con-

versation and interaction in work and institutional settings, is when a

recipient starts up as next speaker just as a current speaker is coming to

a recognizable point of possible completion of their turn, i.e., when the

speaker could reasonably be heard to be finishing. A recipient projects

the end of the speaker’s turn and starts up as a next speaker a little early,

while the speaker is still speaking (Je¤erson 1973, 2004; Drummond

1989). In the airline cockpit pilots mostly know what they will say to

one another because their talk is scripted for them in advance. In com-

mercial aviation, a consequence of formal procedures and policies is that

for performing tasks to fly their aircraft the pilots are provided o‰cial

wordings that they are legally required to follow, and which specify who

says what to whom, and when. Pilots’ talk is therefore highly predictable
and projectable. However, pilots are instructed in training not to speak at

the same time.3 How are pilots apparently so successful at doing this in a

setting so highly conducive to overlapping talk? How is it that moments of

pilot–pilot overlapping talk are mostly absent in the airline cockpit?4 I con-

sider here a feature of temporal order in the airline cockpit: precision tim-

ing for starting turns at talk. Pilots time their talk, when starting up as next

speaker, such that they do not find themselves talking at the same time.

The paper uses naturally occurring data, transcriptions from audio and
video recordings of pilots on actual passenger flights, and is interested in

how pilots’ talk emerges through and relative to time in a way that is sig-

nificant for their professional practice, for how pilots conduct and order

their work moment-to-moment. Specifically, it shows the value of consid-

ering evidence at the level of sequential organization of interaction for

understanding the relevance of time, timing, timeliness; for how partici-

pants in collaborative work accomplish actions according to setting-

specific tasks, requirements, and goals. Precision timing for turn sequenc-
ing, timing for the moment, can realize an orientation, sensitivity, and

accountability for setting-specific demands for timing. Actions for collab-

orative work must be situated and performed in time, in ways that are

recognizably competent. The paper also considers how scripted and in-

structed talk is actually produced and accomplished collaboratively in situ

in real time.5 It shows one aspect of how external institutional constraints

on interaction must actually be realized in context, in talk there and then.

My approach is grounded in the concern of ethnomethodology (EM;
Garfinkel 1967, 1986, 2002) and conversation analysis (CA; Sacks et al.

1974; Sacks 1992) for using recordings of naturally occurring interaction

to uncover the language, practices, and processes of reasoning by which
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people accomplish social actions and produce the intelligible orderliness

of everyday life, including the everyday life of institutions and workplaces

(Drew and Heritage 1992; McHoul and Rapley 2001; Arminen 2005; see

also Sarangi and Roberts 1999). An interest in temporal order is funda-

mental for CA’s focus on the sequential organization of interaction, and

the significance of this organization for revealing how participants create

and interpret contributions to interaction, and so construct moment-to-
moment just what it is that they are doing and what is going on. CA tran-

scriptions have various means for showing how turns at talk emerge rela-

tive to passing time (e.g., turn exchange, silence within and between turns,

faster or slower talk, cut-o¤ words, overlapping talk). CA is concerned

with examining how participants meet the contingencies of when and

what next, and this is reflected in a guiding analytic principle for CA:

why that now?

In particular, my interest in the airline cockpit furthers an established
body of EM- and CA-grounded research on interaction in collaborative

work settings, for example on an oceanographic research vessel (Good-

win 1995), in a surgical team (Mondada 2003), or in control centers of

various kinds (e.g., Suchman 1997; Heath and Lu¤ 2000). These studies

have provided rich analyses of participants’ embodied and visible prac-

tices for interaction at work, and in particular their orientation to space

(e.g., through gesture, gaze, bodily posture), how they handle objects,

and how they attend in consequential ways to one another’s actions and
to features of the immediate physical environment. Some EM and CA

studies of work have considered directly matters of temporality as signifi-

cant for organizing interaction for collaboration (e.g., Lynch et al. 1990

[1983]; Ochs and Jacoby 1997; Button and Sharrock 1998; Goodwin

1994, 2002).6 For example, scientists in the laboratory can know what to

do next and when by arranging objects as visible mnemonics, as records

of activities-so-far (Lynch et al. 1990 [1983]: 229). These studies examine

how participants collaborate to create and coordinate their talk and non-
talk activities, configure the scene around them, and respond to evolv-

ing circumstances, to time their actions appropriately, as acceptable and

unremarkable. Recognizably competent conduct for collaborative work,

what is done and how it is done, may be dependent on when it is done as

part of a sequence of actions.

2. Temporal and sequential order in the airline cockpit

In the airline cockpit, for most tasks it is critical to say and do things at

the appropriate time, and in the appropriate order. One task, or activity
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for a task, becomes relevant, and maybe even only possible, when other

activities or tasks are known to be completed. But how is such profes-

sional timeliness actually achieved? What does such timeliness look like

in talk? How do pilots establish, through processes of interaction, what

next and when? Elsewhere I have examined various aspects of temporality

and sequentiality in pilots’ interaction for work.7 Pilots coordinate their

talk and nontalk activities (e.g., pushing buttons, touching displays) to
make embodied claims of task progress, and so demonstrate a kind of

integrity for creating understandings of conduct in a trajectory of actions

(Nevile 2004b). That is, by delicately modifying and timing emerging talk

and nontalk activities, a pilot makes publicly available exactly when tasks

and their parts are completed, and so when understandings for tasks’

progress can legitimately be held. I have also shown how pilots use non-

scripted responses, such as okay or thanks, to establish joint awareness

that a checklist has been completed and closed, and so it is acceptable to
move to a new task (Nevile 2005a). Pilots often and-preface turns at talk

to make salient the sequentiality of their work by presenting a new task

or awareness as relevantly next within a larger sequence of tasks for the

flight as a whole (Nevile 2006). Or one pilot can ensure timeliness for

work by and-prefacing a turn to prompt the other pilot to initiate a now-

due but still absent task-related action (Nevile forthcoming).8 Pilots may

also use prosodic features of talk to distinguish between tasks and their

constituent parts, and so present tasks as still in progress or as complete
(Nevile 2005b). Here I focus on pilots’ precise timing for turn taking, for

creating an orderly flow of talk for tasks as a feature of routine and

competent conduct in their collaborative professional work. How is it

that pilots talk mostly without overlap?

3. Overlapping talk

Overlap is a significant feature of naturally occurring interaction, so sig-

nificant that Scheglo¤ (2000) describes his extensive account of overlap

resolution as filling a gap in the model of conversational organization at

the core of CA (Sacks et al. 1974). This model accounts for the observa-

tion that, ‘overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time’ (1974: 699). How-

ever, overlapping talk does occur, and may occur frequently, particularly

in multi-party settings. Such moments are revelatory of the actions partic-

ipants undertake, and how they understand and act upon one another’s
talk (Lerner 1989, 1991, 1993, 2002, 2004; Je¤erson 1973, 2004; Scheglo¤

1987 [1973]). Such moments cannot be equated with simple conceptions

of conversational interruption (Drummond 1989; Lerner 1996; Bilmes
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1997; Scheglo¤ 2002). Conversation analysts have attended to when ex-

actly in the flow of talk overlap occurs (e.g., begins and ends), how it is

treated by participants, and the resources that participants draw upon

to resolve overlap when it is seen as problematic. These analysts have

considered how overlapping talk can frequently occur but not make prob-

lematic the basic systematics of turn taking, such that mostly one party

speaks at a time with no gap and no overlap (Sacks et al. 1974).
Of the types of overlapping talk summarized by Scheglo¤ (2000: 5–6),

the focus here is on terminal overlaps, occurring when a speaker could be

reasonably heard as coming to the end of a turn.9 The ability to time

one’s talk relative to another’s talk is well documented in the CA litera-

ture, both in ordinary conversation and in work settings, and participants

are able to project the course of another’s turn to anticipate and act on a

point of its possible completion, for various reasons and with varying ef-

fect. For example, by starting to speak as a turn reaches its projected end,
a recipient may increase their chances of emerging as next speaker, or a

recipient may be demonstrating understanding of the turn’s trajectory, of

where the talk is heading, and is able and choosing to respond without

hearing the turn to the very end. So participants can find themselves in

overlap when a current recipient starts up a little early, as the current

speaker is still talking and possibly completing a turn. Or a recipient can

start up just when a speaker can be expected to have completed, only to

find the speaker continues to talk. The following are examples of terminal
overlap in ordinary conversation (all adapted from Sacks et al. 1974).

(1)

A: Well if you knew my argument

why did you bother to a:[sk.

B: [Because I’d like to

defend my argument.

(2)

A: Uh you been down here before [havenche.

B: [Yeh.

(3)

Penny: An’ the fact is I- is- I jus’ thought it was

so kind of stupid [I didn’ even say anything

Janet: [Y-

Penny: [when I came ho:me.
Janet: [Eh-

(0.3)

Janet: Well Estelle jus’ called ‘n . . .
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In (1), B hears and acts on A’s turn as possibly ending by beginning to

respond as A says ‘a:sk’. By starting at just that moment, B treats A’s

emerging turn as already providing su‰cient detail, su‰ciently projecting

its trajectory to completion, to make a response possible and acceptable as

a relevant next action. In (2) and (3) overlap occurs when the current recip-

ient treats the speaker’s talk as completed, and starts up as next speaker,

only to find the current speaker continues past a turn’s projectable end.
Such moments are observably absent in pilots’ talk: pilots do not start

up early as next speaker to find themselves talking in overlap. The follow-

ing segment is an exceptional instance, and provides a reference for con-

trast to later segments. So this is what happens rarely.

(4) (An exceptional instance of terminal overlapping talk in the airline

cockpit)

First O‰cer (FO); Captain (C)

1 (0.9)

2 FO: okay (0.2) cleared to land,

3 (6.8)

4 FO: and the checklist thanks.

5 (0.6)
6 C: gear,

7 (1.7)

8 FO: i:s ah: down four greens,

9 C: down four greens flaps,

10 (0.8)

11 FO: twenty::five set,

12 C: twentyfive set, (.) ERP go-around

13 landing cleara[nce,
14 ! FO: [we have,

15 (0.8)

16 C: checked, (.) check’s now complete.

17 FO: �ta.�

18 (23.1)

Here the pilots perform the landing checklist, consisting of a sequence of

items structured in a challenge/response format. At line 13 the Captain

calls for the final item on the list, the landing clearance (permission from

air tra‰c control to land). As the Captain is saying ‘clearance’, the last

word of the formal wording for this checklist item, the First O‰cer starts

responding with ‘we have,’ (line 14). So the First O‰cer projects the tra-
jectory of Captain’s turn and starts up as next speaker just as that turn

recognizably ends, during saying of the last word of the prescribed script.

In my transcription data of talk for routine flights, such moments occur
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fewer than a handful of times per flight, and commonly just once or twice.

Mostly these can be seen as merely cases of slight misfiring, isolated in-

stances of starting too early. This paper considers why such moments are

rare in the airline cockpit, and how it is that pilots overwhelmingly do

talk one at a time. What can we learn of pilots’ orientation to and accom-

plishment of work from how cockpit interaction emerges in time?

4. Data

The paper uses naturally occurring data. The transcriptions here repre-

sent pilots talking for work on actual passenger flights. Most transcrip-

tions are from video recordings I made by arrangement with two Austra-

lian airlines. In total I made 18 flights, varying in length from around

40 minutes to over two hours.10 I also transcribed audio-recorded data
from commercially produced cockpit videos from actual passenger flights.

Therefore, data segments here come from more than one airline, and

represent many flights and many crews. The data are often technical in

nature and so I am able to refer to and explain only those details for my

analytic interests here. The transcription notation is given at the end of

paper and is adapted and simplified from the system for CA as originally

developed by conversation analyst Gail Je¤erson, though the following

should be noted: C (Captain), FO (First O‰cer), PF (Pilot-Flying, in
control of aircraft), PNF (Pilot-Not-Flying, assisting the PF).

5. Analysis: A focus on checklists

I will focus on the checklist as a cockpit task. This task requires pilots to

work together to check settings of the aircraft and the circumstances for

the flight, before progressing to some next task or flight stage. Depending
on the airline and the aircraft type, pilots can perform at least eight to ten

checklists every flight.11 Even before leaving the ground, pilots perform

checklists before starting the engines, after starting the engines, before

pushing back from the terminal, before taxiing, and before taking o¤.

Talk for a checklist would seem to be highly conducive to producing

terminal (end of turn) overlapping talk, where a next speaker starts up a

little early. The exact talk for checklists is strictly prescribed, and is also

highly economical with very short turns. Pilots conducting a checklist
talk according to a script that spells out who speaks and when, and what

they must say. Pilots complete thousands of checklists over the course of

a career, and are likely to do the same checklist many hundreds of times,
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perhaps even a few times in the one day. Over time, pilots become ex-

tremely familiar with the structure and wording of checklists, and the

process for conducting them. Therefore the content and sequencing of

checklist talk is highly predictable and projectable. Nevertheless overlap

happens rarely. Here is a first example.

(5)

1 (0.7)

2 C: do the checklist thanks.

3 (0.6)

4 FO: ‘kay: (.) taxi pre takeo¤ (0.3)

5 flight instruments,
6 (0.4)

7 C: are (.) checked set,

8 (1.6)

9 FO: <they are checked and set>.

10 (0.9)

11 FO: flaps,

12 (0.3)

13 C: five set,
14 (0.6)

15 FO: five set,

16 (1.4)

17 FO: ah: ground idle lock,

18 (1.8)

19 C: is on,

20 (1.6)

21 FO: is on,
22 (3.2)

23 FO: takeo¤ config’s checked (0.2)

24 check’s �(to) ( ).�

25 (1.2)

The Captain calls for the taxi pre-takeo¤ checklist (‘do the checklist

thanks.’, line 2), and the pilots then work through the items of the list,

led by the First O‰cer who calls the challenge for each item, and there is

then a response from the Captain or both pilots, when they are able, i.e.,

having first checked the relevant part of the instrument panel. For exam-

ple, to check the wing flaps, the First O‰cer says ‘flaps,’ (line 11) to

which each pilot replies ‘five set,’ (i.e., set at five degrees; lines 13 and 15).
In this segment there is no overlap, and indeed many silences, of up

to 3.2 seconds. These silences typically arise because a pilot must look,

before responding verbally, at the relevant location in the cockpit, say on
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the instrument panel, to check the status of the item. For example, to say

‘five set’, is to claim already to have checked the flaps display and seen

that the flaps are set at ‘five’. If the pilot has not yet looked and checked,

then that looking is prompted by the call for the item. The looking occurs,

and then enables, allows, the response to be made. So the silences between

turns occur as the pilots fit their talk around an activity, looking, and

there is no overlapping talk. A nontalk activity intervenes between turns
within a sequence of turns.12

However, it also commonly occurs that there is no gap before the re-

sponse, no transcribable silence before the responding pilot starts up as

next speaker. The timing of the exchange of turns therefore presents the

required nontalk looking activity for the checklist item as being already

done, done in readiness before or during the challenge call, and so in

time for the spoken response to be made right now, as soon as, just a

beat after, the challenge turn is made.

(6)

1 (2.8)

2 C: and the ready for start checklist.

3 FO: ready for start checks fuel system,
4 C: ¼is (0.4) s:::et,

5 (0.4)

6 FO: anti-collision light,

7 ! C: on,

8 FO: power levers,

9 ! C: ground idle,

10 FO: ground power source?

11 ! C: that’s checked battery’s checked,
12 FO: ready for start check’s complete,¼
13 C: ¼thank you. (.) cockpit to ground (.)

14 we’re ready to start right.

15 (2.1)

16 C: �and starting, (0.6) right.�

17 {sound of engine increasing power}

In response to the First O‰cer’s call for the anti-collision light item, the

Captain responds with ‘on,’ (line 7) with no intervening silence, but also

not so early as to create overlap. There is just a beat between exchanges

of speakers and turns. The Captain treats the FO’s completion of ‘light,’

(line 6), the last word of the formal script for the checklist item ‘anti-
collision light’, as making now relevant and possible his scripted response,

‘on,’ (line 7). We see the same timing for power levers (lines 8 and 9) and

ground power source (lines 10 and 11). In each case the responding pilot
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can know and project what talk will come next, and is ready and able to

respond (the looking is already done), but only begins to respond after the

scripted wording for the call is completed in full, and does so immediately

after.

So far I have focused on the responses, but the calls for new checklist

items themselves are made without overlapping the responses to previous

items. Responses are also highly projectable, but we see that the pilot
leading the checklist waits for the response turn to be completed, uttered

in full, before initiating the next item. Again there is no overlap due to

early start-up by next speaker. In Segment (5) there were transcribed si-

lences before a next item was called (see lines 10 and 16), and in Segment

(6) there is just a beat of silence before new items (see lines 8 and 10), and

also before the checklist itself is begun (line 3).

What we are seeing is evidence that highly predictable and projectable

o‰cially scripted talk, in exchanges of turns that the participants have
gone through countless times, emerges in the clear, without overlap. Pi-

lots are prepared and able to respond to one another’s talk, but do so

only when the other’s talk is complete. The next segments show that pi-

lots are able to do this even when they hurry their talk. Pilots often have

to perform checklists at speed, perhaps because the checklist is performed

immediately prior to some other task or stage of flight for which the tim-

ing is a¤ected by others in the aviation system, or because the checklist is

performed at a time of high workload when numerous other tasks must
be performed in a short space of time (e.g., during approach and landing).

In these segments there is often not even a beat between turns and change

of speaker. A new turn is latched to the end of the previous speaker’s

turn, and the pilots sequence their turns without creating moments of

overlap. Pilots do this both in response to a checklist item and when ini-

tiating a new item as the leader of the checklist. The segments also show

instances where there is no overlap and just a beat between or within item

sequences.

(7)

1 {sound of landing gear being lowered}

2 (21.3)

3 PF: flaps twenty:

4 PNF: flaps twenty:

5 {some turns omitted}

6 PF: >flaps thirty<.
7 PNF: flaps: (0.2) thirty:,

8 (5.3)

9 PF: final checklis:t:?
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10 (1.1)

11 PNF: final: speedbrake?¼
12 ! PF: ¼armed,

13 (0.3)

14 PNF: landing gear?¼
15 ! PF: ¼three green,

16 PNF: three green,

17 PNF: flaps:?
18 (0.4)

19 PF: thirty,

20 PNF: thirty. (.) we are cleared to land.

21 (7.9)

(8)

1 (15.6)

2 PNF: gear’s down.¼
3 ! PF: ¼flaps thirty.

4 (0.4)

5 PNF: flaps thirty.

6 (0.3)

7 PF: final check.
8 (8.0)

9 PNF: final. (.) speedbrake.

10 (0.3)

11 PF: armed,

12 (0.7)

13 PNF: gear,¼
14 ! PF: ¼down.

15 (1.0)
16 PNF: down.

17 PNF: flaps,¼
18 ! PF: ¼thirty,

19 (0.5)

20 PNF: thirty.

21 PNF: >final check’s< completed.¼
22 ! PF: ¼danke.

(9)

1 (2.0)

2 C: ready for starts thanks.¼
3 ! FO: ¼fuel system,¼
4 ! C: ¼set,¼
5 ! FO: ¼anti-collision light,¼
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6 ! C: ¼o:n:,¼
7 ! FO: ¼>power levers<,

8 (0.4)

9 C: ground idle,¼
10 ! FO: ¼ground power source,

11 (0.5)

12 C: it, (0.3) well it is not here.

13 (0.5)

Taking just the early part of Segment (9) as an example, we see that the

Captain calls for the checklist with ‘ready for starts thanks.’ (line 2).

Latched to the end of that turn, so without a beat of silence between,

and without overlapping, the First O‰cer initiates the first item with

‘fuel system,’ (line 3). Then latched to the end of the turn the Captain re-

sponds with ‘set,’ (line 4). Latched to that response the First O‰cer

launches the next item with ‘anti-collision light,’ (line 5). The Captain
latches to that turn the response ‘o:n,’ (line 6). At the end of that turn

the First O‰cer latches the next item, ‘>power levers<,’ (line 7). So, this

is rapid latched talk with no moments of overlapping talk, each turn

emerging complete in the clear. Despite the strong projective structure of

the formally scripted turns, we do not see terminal (turn’s end) overlap.

For example, at lines 4 and 6 it could be possible for the Captain, if he

has already done the required looking to check, to begin his responses (re-

spectively ‘set,’ and ‘o:n,’) earlier, and in overlap, when the FO has said
enough to make apparent the checklist item being called. The Captain

does not do this.

These segments show pilots as expertly able to project the end of an-

other’s turn but without starting up early and creating overlapping talk.

Cockpit talk is mostly scripted and is highly projectable, and as recipients

pilots can be ready and able to respond, but overwhelmingly they do not

do so until, and often just at, the actual end of the current speaker’s turn.

Pilots are able to time their talk not to the likely but to the actual comple-

tion of the other’s talk. This contributes to a pervasive absence of overlap-

ping talk in cockpit interaction.

Perhaps this ability just reflects experience in producing scripted talk

and following instruction not to speak at the same time. Over time pilots

might develop habits and accomplish such timing almost automatically.

Have they just done it all so many times? As impressive as this would

be, this is too simplistic an explanation. It seems that pilots are oriented

to allowing each other’s talk to emerge in the clear. Pilots time their talk
to create an earliest possible moment for next talk, starting up as next

speaker, as at the actual end of current speaker’s turn. Despite being
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highly projectable, the pilots treat talk as appropriately allowed to emerge

in the clear. The next segments provide further support for this claim.

6. Avoiding talking in overlap

Overlapping talk may be absent even when features of the speaker’s turn

would seem to increase its prospect by increasing the opportunity and like-

lihood of the recipient starting up early as next speaker, before the cur-

rent speaker’s turn has actually ended. This is evidence that pilots are

not just, from professional habit, aware of and sensitive to the scripted

wording cues for turn completion that would trigger automatically the
possibility for next talk. Rather, pilots attend closely to all evidence, for

example prosodic cues, of the actual end of the speaker’s turn. It seems

that pilots avoid talking in overlap.

In each of the following segments, on the basis of the turn-so-far, the

recipient is in some way entitled to project the turn as now ended, and

so to start up as next speaker. The speaker produces the key o‰cially

scripted wording that signals a moment of the turn’s end, making next

talk now possible, but then continues or stretches that moment, and so cre-
ates a chance for the recipient to start up as next speaker and be caught

out talking in overlap (Je¤erson 2004). What we see is that the recipient

does not start up at this moment, and is not caught out. There is no over-

lap when there easily could have been, when its likelihood was maximized

by the emerging turn.

(10) (Here a Captain calls for a checklist with ‘a:nd ah: (.) checks’, but

then adds the quieter and faster ‘�>when you’re ready<�.’)

1 (0.8)

2 FO: my go:: (0.5) go-around (.) flight level one

3 eight zero (0.4) with ASEL (0.5) right

4 (of the) the pilot in command info: briefing
5 as discussed.

6 (0.3)

7 C: <that is understood> (.) a:nd ah: (.) checks

8 ! �>when you’re ready<�.
9 ! FO: taxi pretakeo¤ checklist flight instruments,

10 C: checked set,

11 FO: checked,

12 (1.2)
13 FO: set,

14 (0.5)

15 {checklist continues}
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(11) (Here the same Captain calls for a checklist with ‘a:nd the checks’,

but then continues with ‘when you’re ready’ (as segment above) but

also adds an outbreath ‘hhh-.’)

1 (1.3)

2 C: which i:::s identified number one ADF.

3 (2.0)

4 C: ( ) give us seven four we’ll cross ah:
5 one hundred on a heading bug

6 (0.9) both to ADF (0.5) a:nd it’s your go.

7 (2.5)

8 FO: okay: go-around nine thousand ASEL (0.3)

9 right comma:nd (0.5) and ah (0.8)

10 no changes to the brief,

11 (1.9)

12 FO: a[s discussed].
13 C: [that’s::]: understood.

14 (4.3)

15 ! C: a:nd the checks when you’re ready hhh-.¼
16 ! FO: ¼checks,

17 (1.2)

(12) (Here a Captain calls for a checklist with ‘after: (.) takeo¤ checks’,

but then adds ‘thanks’ [and see also Segment (9) where this also

occurs])

1 (2.8)

2 ! C: after: (.) takeo¤ checks thanks.¼
3 ! FO: ¼the after takeo¤ checks: (.) transition,

4 (0.5)
5 C: >one zero one< three set,

6 (0.6)

7 FO: ten (0.4) thirteen and set,

8 (0.2)

9 FO: check’s complete.

10 (3.4)

(13) (Here the Pilot-Not-Flying of a German airline calls for the ‘after

start (.) checklist’, but continues the turn with ‘bitte.’ [‘please’])

1 (1.0)

2 ! PF: after start (.) checklist bitte.¼
3 ! PNF: ¼after sta::rt (.) anti-i:ce,
4 (2.2)

5 PF: o¤, {coughs}

6 PNF: trim,
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7 (1.0)

8 PF: three point zero (.) up (0.2) und (0.2) zero.

9 PNF: flight controls,¼
10 PF: ¼checked,¼
11 PNF: ¼>checked,< the after start checklist completed.¼
12 PF: ¼okay.

13 (0.5)

14 PF: taxi.
15 (2.3)

(14) (Here a Pilot-Flying of a German airline calls for flaps five, a

non-checklist task [setting the wing flaps], but stretches five as

‘fi:::ve,¼’)
1 PF: flaps one.

2 (0.4)

3 PNF: flaps one.

4 (23.4)

5 ! PF: flaps fi:::ve,¼
6 ! PNF: ¼flaps five

7 (12.4)

8 PF: sieben DME zwei tausend (0.2)
9 mark our initial desce:nt?

10 PNF: mmhmm

11 PF: okay?

12 PNF: okay.

13 (37.3)

14 Alert: {whoop}¼
15 PF: ¼manual fli:ght.¼
16 PNF: ¼ja go ahead.
17 (2.0)

18 PF: approach arm.

19 (0.4)

20 PNF: approach arm.

In each of these segments, the recipient starts up as next speaker immedi-

ately after the current speaker stops talking, even at times latching to the

end of the turn (i.e., with not even a beat of silence, Segments [11]–[14]).

However, in each case the speaker had already in the turn said enough for

the recipient to start up earlier, if that recipient were merely primed by

experience of the scripted talk to listen for and act on certain key wording

as soon as possible. That is, the speaker had already said enough to signal
next talk as timely, as acceptable right now. However, in the segments

above the current speaker continued beyond that key wording (adding
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nono‰cially scripted wording), or prolonged that scripted wording (by

stretching a sound). The speaker produced unprojectable talk, relative to

the o‰cial wording for the task, or produced talk in an unprojectable

manner. Yet the recipient each time was not caught out, and there was

no overlap. The recipients were able to start at points of actual comple-

tion of talk, even once when the speaker produced an audible outbreath.

These segments suggest that when pilots listen to act on an earliest possi-
ble moment to start up as next speaker, they treat that moment as appro-

priately the actual end of the speaker’s turn, not just projectable o‰cially

worded end.

Pilots seem not to be pinpoint-timing their responses to a projectable

turn’s end in some pre-determined experience-driven way, but to be ori-

ented not to create moments of overlapping talk, not to come in too early

as next speaker. To do this pilots must be attending closely not only to

the projectable pragmatic and syntactic cues for completion, available
from experience of the scripted wordings directing their talk, but also to

local prosodic cues (see Ford and Thompson 1996). For example, from

the segments above it seems that pilots must be attending to utterance

pitch contour (e.g., hearing for falling terminal pitch), or to hearing

word completion (e.g., a word-final sound). Pilots attend to local contin-

gencies (Ford 2004), listening for how the known script is actually being

produced in the created and becoming-known here and now. Elsewhere I

have examined the significance of prosodic features as current speakers

delicately modify their talk to coordinate it with nontalk activities, such

as pushing a button (Nevile 2004a, 2004b). Here we see the value of pro-

sodic features for recipients as they time the precise moment to start up as

next speaker without overlapping. Pilots as recipients can be exploiting

the very same resources used by participants in ordinary conversations

(prosody, syntax, pragmatics, multimodal action) but for another practi-

cal purpose.13 In ordinary conversation, participants take advantage of

the projective potential to anticipate turn endings to start up in terminal
overlap, for example to seek next speakership, or to demonstrate and act

early on understanding of a turn’s content or import (see Scheglo¤ 2000).

Airline pilots seem mostly not to do this. Instead, airline pilots attend

closely to the status of talk for how it signals actual completion.

7. Timing as competence: Creating an orderly flow of talk for

collaborative work

In the moment-to-moment timing of turns, we see pilots’ orientation to

how their talk for actions is competently situated in time for collaborative
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work. Even though cockpit talk is mostly scripted, familiar, and highly

projectable, the actual nature of another’s talk, here and now, is not tak-

en for granted. Pilots orient to holding o¤ starting up as next speaker to

allow talk to emerge in full as actually said. They do this with precision,

even in the tightly scripted and often hurried environment of a checklist.

Some next talk is treated as appropriate at the end of another’s actual and

not anticipated talk. For airline pilots, projecting the trajectory of talk
alone, getting the gist, is insu‰cient grounds to start talking next. Look-

ing at the micro-detail of talk’s timing, we see that pilots treat talk as ac-

ceptably emerging in the clear, not in overlap. Turns at talk are treated

like other cockpit activities and tasks as acceptably occurring in strict

sequential order, such that a next one is acceptable only when a prior

one is completed (Nevile 2004a, 2004b, 2005a). Completion makes some

new talk, activity, or task, relevant and legitimate now. Precision timing

turns for no overlap is a taken-for-granted feature of pilots’ in situ com-
petence, an ability to play one’s part for creating an orderly flow of talk

for collaborative work that is acceptable, unremarkable, and recognizably

routine. Pilots collaborate to accomplish a local setting-oriented temporal

organization. This is how pilots themselves treat talk for their work. Pi-

lots may well be instructed not to talk at the same time as one another,

but here we see how they accomplish this in real time. Such a competence

may be particularly salient for the work of airline pilots because a charac-

teristic of talk produced in overlap is that it may be at risk of not being
heard (Je¤erson 1973), and may require repair. So by precision-timing

talk as they do, pilots protect talk from such a threat, and allow it to

emerge as maximally hearable.

Competency in the airline cockpit, what and how an action is per-

formed, includes when an action is performed. Knowing how to involves

not only knowing what, but knowing when to. This is knowing that is real-

ized and evidenced as situated moment-to-moment collaborative work, as

the unremarkable recognizably acceptable timing of one’s own talk and
conduct with another’s.14

8. When overlap does occur

If talking without overlap constitutes a competent and recognizably ac-

ceptable and orderly flow of talk for work in the airline cockpit, what

then can we say of those rare moments when overlap does occur? I pre-
sented an instance of this earlier as Segment (4), which I described as an

exceptional case and explainable as mere misfiring, an occasional mo-

ment of starting up too early. However, some other possibilities emerge
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from the findings here. What might be the source of such misfirings? Can

moments of overlap be analyzed as deviant cases, revealing the kind of

order created here, and how it works (Heritage 1984: 36)?

First, it might be that a pilot who does not time new talk with such pre-

cision to contribute to such a routine collaborative flow of talk, and in-

stead initiates moments of overlap, may stand out as lacking competence.

Airline pilots always work within a team, a flight crew, and inevitably
they form impressions of the competence and work style of the pilots

with whom they fly. On what might such impressions be based? Timing

talk to avoid overlap may be one cue by which pilots form impressions

of one another as competent. If such timing is something necessarily

learned in situ, as an authentic skill required as a master or native of the

profession, and a sign of full membership of a community of practice

(Lave and Wenger 1991), then it might be that initiating overlap is more

commonly associated with First O‰cers, as the less senior ranked and
typically less experienced pilots.

Second, if talking without overlap constitutes acceptably orderly flow

of cockpit talk, then overlap can signal a break in that order and be evi-

dence of something non-orderly, nonroutine, even problematic. For ex-

ample, Segment (11) includes overlap in an instance of near simultaneous

start. I will repeat here the relevant portion of the segment.

(110 )
8 FO: okay: go-around nine thousand ASEL (0.3)

9 right comma:nd (0.5) and ah (0.8)

10 no changes to the brief,

11 (1.9)

12 ! FO: a[s discussed].
13 ! C: [that’s::]: understood.

14 (4.3)

The segment occurs as the pilots make final preparations for takeo¤, and
the First O‰cer says critical information in his role as the pilot in control

of the aircraft for the flight (lines 8–10). He concludes with ‘no changes to

the brief,’ (line 10; ‘the brief ’ refers to an earlier discussion of how the

takeo¤ will proceed). This makes relevant an acknowledging response

from the Captain. However, after 1.9 seconds the First O‰cer treats this

response as delayed, and pursues it (Pomerantz 1984) by reformulating

the upshot of his previous talk with ‘as discussed’ (line 12; i.e., no changes

to the brief ¼ as discussed). Overlapping talk occurs when the Captain al-
most simultaneously produces the acknowledgement to the First O‰cer’s

original turn. Delayed talk can be problematic because it can block pilots’

progress to relevantly next talk, and so progress through the sequence of
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tasks for the flight (Nevile forthcoming). Here, overlapping talk is associ-

ated with a break in orderly flow of pilots’ talk for work.

Overlapping talk, as evidence of trouble in timing, might be evidence of

trouble for pilots’ work, and be to pilots themselves a kind of interac-

tional warning sign. For example, overlap could show that one or both

pilots are rushed or otherwise not working together in harmony as a

crew. Support for this suggestion comes from a consultancy I conducted
for an air accident investigative authority, for which I was asked to tran-

scribe and analyze the cockpit voice recording for an air accident (Nevile

and Walker 2005). A few years earlier, the o‰cial report had claimed that

the recording revealed disharmony in the working relationship of the

pilots on that flight, but what exactly could count as evidence for that

claim? I found that in half an hour of recording there were around twenty

instances of overlapping talk. Most instances were initiated by just one of

the two pilots, often by starting up as next speaker even earlier than a
turn’s projectable ending, or in lay terms, by interrupting the other pilot.

I proposed that occurrence of overlapping talk was one of a number of

factors possibly creating an interactional context for the crew to make

and not identify the error that contributed to the accident (late in the

approach stage of flight they set an incorrect minimum descent altitude,

and subsequently collided with mountainous terrain). I will show here

one example in which the pilots are discussing setting navigation aids to

be used for the approach (CP is Co-Pilot, PIC is Pilot-in-Command).

(15)

1 (1.1)

2 CP: >Alice on< number one,

3 (1.0)
4 PIC: ye::p.

5 (0.4)

6 PIC: Alice on number one,

7 (0.5)

8 CP?: (yep).

9 (2.6)

10 CP: Simpson’s gap? (.) o:n [(0.2) number two,]

11 ! PIC: [Simpson’s gap’s] on number two::,
12 (0.7)

As the CP is talking to announce the name of the second navigation

point, Simpson’s Gap, the PIC begins to talk just as the CP pauses, lead-
ing to overlap as the CP completes his turn. Such overlap, occurring well

before projected turn completion in task-oriented talk, is very rare in my

data from routine flights.
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9. Conclusion

In a classic CA paper on overlapped tag-positioned address terms, Je¤er-

son (1973) found that the ‘recipient of some ongoing talk has the techni-

cal capacity to produce his talk with precision in relation to that ongoing

talk’ (1973: 49), what she called in her title ‘a case of precision timing’. I

have examined precision timing at work: I have considered precision tim-
ing at a specific work site; and I have identified the work that timing does

for the participants. Airline pilots precisely time their talk so as not to cre-

ate overlapping talk, and this timing realizes an orientation to the temporal

and strictly sequential nature of their work. Precision timing creates a rec-

ognizably orderly flow of talk for work, whereby current talk is allowed

to be completed before next talk is begun. In this way cockpit talk is

treated like a cockpit activity or task, in that completion of one is mostly

a condition for a next one to be acceptable. More recently, Je¤erson
(2004: 43) demonstrates how moments of overlapping talk are sites of ‘in-

tense co-attention and orderliness’. We see here how such co-attention

and orderliness can be associated with accomplishing an absence of over-

lapping talk, and are significant for how participants create collaborative

work moment-to-moment. When starting up as next speaker, pilots orient

to cues for actual, not projected turn completion. In this way pilots meet

the simultaneous demands of training and instruction not to speak at the

same time (not to create overlap), with the demands for producing, in situ
and in real time, talk that is mostly predetermined (scripted) for them and

so is highly projectable and amenable to overlap. The formal wordings of

procedures and policies transform from printed texts to precision-timed

talk. Pilots resolve a problem of time for work (Suchman 1997: 41).

Setting-specific constraints are manifest and managed in pilots’ conduct

in the moment, there and then, and talking without overlap becomes a

constitutive feature of cockpit talk-in-interaction.

Studies of interaction for collaborative work in the EM and CA tradi-
tion have examined the intricate processes by which the body, objects,

and locations and spaces are created and treated as intelligible and ac-

countable in consequential ways; however, few such studies focus directly

on matters of temporality. This paper examined how talk is placed in

time in a professionally ordered way, how timing for sequencing talk is

intelligible and accountable for work. CA is valuable for studying talk-

for-work as naturally occurring interaction, as jointly created and or-

dered in real time. CA transcriptions incorporate rich detail of how talk
emerges sequentially relative to passing time. Here, such detail made visi-

ble how participants situate their talk in time to order their contributions

in a way that accomplishes the strictly sequential nature of their work and
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meets setting-specific demands for talk for tasks. We saw how airline

pilots routinely time their talk as a taken-for-granted local competence,

where timing talk for tasks is ‘locally produced, locally occasioned, and

locally ordered’ (Garfinkel 2002: 182). Like the chemistry lecturer on

whom Garfinkel (2002: 235) comments, pilots demonstrate ‘magnificent

pacing’ and ‘deep orientations to how long it takes their ‘‘bits’’ to be

done’. A pervasive absence of terminal (turn’s end) overlapping talk was
observed and shown to result from current recipient’s precision timing of

next turn onset. This precision timing of talk could not be attributed sim-

ply to familiarity with formal scripts and an ability borne of experience,

but was evidence of a particular professional orientation to time and se-

quence for performing tasks. In the airline cockpit, almost always it really

is the case that only one party talks at a time.

Appendix: Transcription conventions

[ When overlap begins

] When overlap ends

¼ Latching

>four< Talk that is noticeably faster than surrounding talk

<four> Talk that is noticeably slower than surrounding talk

a:::nd Lengthening of a sound. The longer the sound the

more colons

fi- Word is cut-o¤
�thanks� Talk that is quieter than surrounding talk

five Talk that is louder than surrounding talk

. Falling pitch

, Slightly rising pitch, talk that sounds incomplete

(3.4), (0.3) Silence measured in seconds and tenths of seconds

(.) Silence of less than a fifth of a second, i.e., less than

(0.2)

five four Talk outside the cockpit (e.g., over the radio)
.hh Inbreath

hh- Outbreath

{sound of engine} Description of contextual features, including sounds

other than talk

Notes

1. This research was supported by a research fellowship at the University of Canberra,

Australia. The paper has benefited from careful reading and insightful suggestions

from two anonymous reviewers for this journal, and the editor Srikant Sarangi, for
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which I am very grateful. I thank also Johanna Rendle-Short for helpful comments on

a draft of my initial ideas. Earlier versions of parts of this paper were presented at the

International Roundtable on Discourse Analysis, hosted by the Department of English

and Communication at the City University of Hong Kong, April 2005. I thank Vijay

Bhatia, John Flowerdew, and Rodney Jones for inviting me to speak at that gather-

ing. Adaptations of some general introductory text here appear also in Nevile (2006,

forthcoming).

2. I am referring specifically to moments when one pilot’s talk overlaps talk of the other

pilot in a two-pilot crew. Overlapping talk does occur when the pilots’ talk overlaps

overheard radio talk. Pilots will often talk over incoming radio talk that is not directed

or relevant to their flight. Indeed, their preparedness to overlap such overheard talk is

itself evidence that they interpret the talk this way.

3. I am not involved in pilot training, but airline pilots have told me this.

4. One anonymous reviewer of this article reminded me of the importance of the notion of

absence in conversation analysis research (e.g., Scheglo¤ and Sacks 1973; Sacks 1992,

V1: 293–294; Jacoby and Gonzales 2002). Participants can treat some talk or action as

noticeably and accountably absent. In other writing I have dealt specifically with in-

stances when a next relevant task-related action is treated as noticeably absent (Nevile

forthcoming). However, here I am not making such an analysis. I am not exploring

pilots’ orientation to the absence of overlap, but rather their orientation to the com-

plete and in-the-clear character of turns. As I mention later, it is the presence of overlap

that may be significant, and potentially noticeable and accountable.

5. See also work on structured interviews, e.g., Houtkoop-Steenstra (2000).

6. See also research outside the EM and CA tradition, e.g., papers in Norris and Jones

(2005).

7. I have also discussed in great detail elsewhere how my EM/CA-grounded research dif-

fers from studies of ‘cockpit communication’ centered in aviation human factors psy-

chology, or from the handful of papers on aviation data in language and discourse

journals (see Nevile 2004a, 2004b).

8. These papers on and-prefacing benefited from insights of earlier writing by Heritage

and Sorjonen (1994), who examined and-prefacing as a feature of question design in

informal medical encounters between nurses and first-time mothers.

9. A discussion of the absence of other overlap types is well beyond the scope here, but I

have considered the absence of listener response tokens in Nevile (2004b).

10. In Nevile (2004a) I describe the data and their collection in greater detail. I thank espe-

cially the two airlines that allowed me to film their crews on regular passenger flights.

The airlines’ involvement was limited to providing recorded data, and so I am entirely

responsible for all transcriptions, analyses, and interpretations.

11. Pilots may perform more checklists if something nonroutine occurs, and in emergency

situations. I have focused on aspects of interaction for performing checklists in Nevile

(2005a, 2005b).

12. This is especially true for many other cockpit tasks, as I have shown elsewhere (Nevile

2004a). For example, after takeo¤, the call of ‘gear up’ (an instruction) requires the

other pilot to move a lever to raise the landing gear (the wheel assemblies) and then

to reply with ‘gear up’ only when the gear is in fact up, as evidenced by a light in the

cockpit. The two turns at talk must not overlap, according to the procedures that pilots

follow, because activities (moving a lever, looking) and events (the landing gear moves,

a display light changes) must occur between the turns.

13. I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for highlighting this point and for informing

my thinking and wording here.
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14. An anonymous reviewer reminded me here of a challenge for CA research to provide

for a non-mentalistic view of cognition. This is a significant issue and has been the

focus of recent debate (see Te Molder and Potter 2005).
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